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Abstract

Evidence of public opinion blindly following political leader rhetoric has important

implications for the scope of elite influence and normative democratic concerns. Past

research, however, does not test the strength of real world leader cues amid signals

that conflict with a leader’s policy message, and thus has not gauged the robustness

of the “follow-the-leader” dynamic. The current study explores whether two different

conflicting signals—1) opposing intra-party Congressional elite cues and 2) negative

policy information that gives compelling reasons to oppose a policy—attenuate leader

influence in support of a realistic counter-stereotypical policy. A national survey ex-

periment with two parallel partisan designs shows that individuals follow their leader

to a substantial degree whether or not conflicting signals are present. Conflicting co-

party elite cues do not attenuate leader influence among Republicans. For Democrats,

although they weaken amid opposition, leader cues still shape mass opinion sizably.

Providing substantially more information about the policy at hand does not make

either partisan group much less likely to follow their leader, a finding that holds re-

gardless of individuals’ preexisting ideology in the policy area. Results demonstrate the

broad conditions under which “follow-the-leader” behavior holds and reveal a stronger

nature of elite influence than previously understood. Party elites and information fail

to effectively constrain the sway of prominent leaders, who have considerable latitude

in positions they can take without losing mass support.
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1 Introduction

The extent of elite influence on public opinion has been a long-debated subject in political

science. Decades of research document how ordinary citizens adopt the positions of political

elites (Broockman and Butler, 2017; Zaller, 1992), even when it’s counter to the public’s

preexisting beliefs (Barber and Pope, 2019; Lenz, 2012). A notion of unfettered elite influence

has even become prevalent outside academic circles.1 If citizens blindly follow their leaders,

this seriously undermines the tenets of a political system driven by the will of the people

(Dahl, 1956). “The normative case for democracy,” Bullock (2011) says, “loses much of its

force if citizens arrive at their political views unthinkingly.”

However, the scope of public adherence to elites remains unclear. Recent work argues

elite cue strength is exaggerated (Kertzer and Zeitzoff, 2017), varies by message context

(Agadjanian and Horiuchi, Forthcoming; Ciuk and Yost, 2016) and depends on elite polar-

ization levels (Druckman, Peterson and Slothuus, 2013). Notably, as it relates to normative

concerns, citizens may rely less on cues in forming opinions when they are better informed

about an issue (Boudreau and MacKenzie, 2014; Bullock, 2011).

In order to speak to the strength of elite influence, the current study focuses on real

world leaders—shown to be particularly influential for mass opinion (Barber and Pope, 2019;

Nicholson, 2012)—endorsing policy outside their party mainstream and probing whether

partisans follow these endorsements amid conflicting signals.2 Specifically, it asks whether

exposure to 1) opposing intra-party elite cues and 2) negative information about the policy

can detract from leader influence in shaping mass opinion.

Current politics and gaps in the academic literature motivate this inquiry. First, leading

into the 2016 campaign, a striking “follow-the-leader” pattern formed among mass Republi-

cans on the issue of free trade. While 56% said free trade agreements had been a good thing

1Brian Resnick, “Trump is a real-world political science experiment.” Vox, July 19, 2018. https:

//tinyurl.com/ybk4cfc5 (last accessed: December 18, 2019).

2“Conflicting signals” refers to cues and information that pull partisans towards a policy position that
diverges from the position of a co-partisan leader (see Boudreau and MacKenzie, 2014, for similar use).
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for the U.S. in early 2015—in line with a central conservative principle of the Republican

Party3—just 29% said so by October 2016.4 With the simultaneous party leader emergence

of Donald Trump and his vocal anti-free trade stance that contradicted mainstream Repub-

lican ideology,5 it appeared as though Trump influenced his party’s voters to abandon their

preexisting beliefs and follow his lead.

The current study tests such counter-stereotypical leader messages in a controlled setting.

Varying policy information environment can clarify how partisans would react to leader per-

suasion efforts had they been more informed about the policy at hand; perhaps information

deficits are to blame for “follow-the-leader” behavior. Given evidence that real world lead-

ers are especially persuasive, this research also offers a more stringent test of information’s

capacity to reduce cue reliance than past work does.

Second, contemporary elite rhetoric has an unusual quality on the Republican side.

Trump’s level of strife and public disagreement with other Republican elites breaks with

past assumptions of message unity among co-party elites (Levendusky, 2009).6 Existing lit-

erature cannot answer how partisans react to clear instances of disagreement among their

leaders. By examining opinion formation amid intra-party elite disagreement, the current

study sheds better light on an understudied but important dynamic in American politics.

Given concerns over U.S. democracy’s health in the era of Trump and hypothesized checks

on his power that involve co-party elites (Levitsky and Ziblatt, 2018), results also have

implications for immediate normative questions.

To answer these questions, this study uses a survey experiment with a design for Repub-

3“Republican Party on Free Trade Party Platform.” On the Issues, January 20, 2018. https://bit.ly/
2zdA7aJ (last accessed: December 14, 2018).

4Bradley Jones, “Support for free trade agreements rebounds modestly, but wide partisan differences
remain.” Pew Research Center, April 25, 2017. https://pewrsr.ch/2q1I1ys (last accessed: December 14,
2018).

5Todd Krainin, “Trump, Reagan, and Why Republicans Flip-Flopped on Free Trade.” Reason, May 4,
2018. https://bit.ly/2ArtqiX (last accessed: December 14, 2018).

6Ariel Edwards-Levy, “Trump Voters Recognize GOP Lawmakers Are Backing Away From Him.” Huff-
ington Post, August 25, 2017. https://bit.ly/2ApmYss (last accessed: December 14, 2018).
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licans and their leader in Trump and a design for Democrats and their (comparably closest)

leader in Barack Obama. Partisans read vignettes about a counter-stereotypical policy that

randomly varies by two factors: 1) exposure to a party leader cue in support of the pol-

icy (vs. nothing) and 2) exposure to a conflicting signal (opposing co-party Congressional

cues vs. policy information that provides reasons to oppose the policy vs. nothing). Results

show that leaders persuade co-partisan masses on policy, and that this leadership ability

remains intact even when conflicting signals are present. Conflicting co-party elite cues do

not attenuate leader influence among Republicans at all, and while they do slightly among

Democrats, individuals still follow their leader to a substantial degree. Exposure to conflict-

ing policy information largely does not decrease propensity for following leader cues in either

design, a finding that holds even among partisans who should react most negatively to this

information based on their preexisting views.

In sum, this study shows how broad leader persuasion is in scope. Party elites fail

to provide an institutional check on leaders’ efforts to sway co-partisan masses, and greater

availability of policy information does little to remedy blind leader adherence. In the context

of past literature, these findings point to a stronger nature of elite influence than previously

understood and suggest that the type of elite source matters for gauging the strength of elite

cues in shaping public opinion.

The paper proceeds as follows. It first reviews relevant literature, addresses gaps in

the understanding of elite cues, and develops theoretical expectations in this context. The

paper then reviews the design and methods for each partisan design, after which it details

results for the Republican side followed by those for the Democratic side. Finally, the paper

concludes by discussing overall findings and implications.
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2 Motivating Literature

2.1 Evidence for Broad Elite Influence

The literature on elite cues is abundant, but varies significantly in approach and results.

Two important themes help characterize the strength of elite cues. First, cues from real

world party leaders, rather than more commonly used generic elite cues,7 are particularly

persuasive. Nicholson (2012) theorizes such cues are more “vivid and involving”—and, by

extension, more realistic8—and uses actual leaders to represent elites (e.g., attributing policy

endorsements to Barack Obama and John McCain in his 2008 study). Leaders in groups

also possess especially strong influence over and attachment from followers given their roles

as prototypical group figureheads (Filindra and Harbridge-Yong, 2018; Steffens et al., 2015).

Comparing opinion influence of party leader cues to that of party label cues, which invoke

partisanship but not actual leaders, Nicholson (2012) finds the former are more powerful.

Similarly, Barber and Pope (2019) show leader cues (e.g., from Trump) have significant effects

on co-partisan (Republican) opinion while generic cues (“Republicans in Congress”) do not.

Their “results suggest that there is something about Trump or the presidency more generally

that is much more powerful than a simple Republican label.” Lenz (2012, p.196) also finds

patterns consistent with leader cues mattering more than party cues in observational data.

Thus, tests of real world leader cues reveal a uniquely strong source of elite influence.

Beyond a more persuasive elite source, past evidence of blind “follow-the-leader” behavior

helps clarify the scope of elite influence. The public following leader positions regardless of

what they entail, even when counter to the public’s preexisting opinions, characterizes this

tendency. As Lenz (2012) and Broockman and Butler (2017) have shown, exposure to leader

7“Generic elite cues” refer to cues coming from anonymous and abstract party elite sources, such as
fictional candidates (Arceneaux, 2008), state legislators (Bullock, 2011; Ciuk and Yost, 2016), or members
of Congress (Druckman, Peterson and Slothuus, 2013).

8Outside of a survey experiment, it is likely that individuals more often receive cues from specific figures
than generic elites, which, for example, consist of “most Democrats” or “62 out of 69 House Democrats”
supporting a certain position (Bullock, 2011). Future research should probe this descriptive question.
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position-taking can lead individuals to update their own opinion to match their leader’s, even

when it is at odds with their previous beliefs. Barber and Pope (2019) test the strength of a

Donald Trump endorsement cue on various policy positions, presenting survey respondents

with a one-sentence policy summary followed by a position taken by Trump. Liberal position-

taking moves Republicans more liberal on an issue, and conservative position-taking moves

them more conservative on it. Compelling evidence for an extensive “follow-the-leader”

dynamic—even when counter to party policy platforms—emerges from this line of research.

2.2 Policy Information and Cue Reliance

Although Barber and Pope (2019) demonstrate a strong party leader influence, their

study has a limitation that speaks to some division within this literature. By testing Trump’s

influence as a standalone cue, the results cannot address the robustness of party leader cue

strength. If leader influence diminishes amid other message signals, then this reveals impor-

tant limits; if not, then it is more powerful than previously understood. Cues packaged in a

broader communications context like this might also better reflect how the public encounters

leader cues in the real world.

While real world leader cues have not received this scrutiny, past research has tested

the relative effects of generic elite cues and policy information on public opinion. Many of

these studies have produced mixed results. For example, Berinsky (2009) finds party elite

positions more strongly shape public opinion on possible U.S. military intervention than

policy provisions and implications do, a dynamic Cohen (2003) also finds for welfare policy.

However, other work—even on some of the same issue areas—reaches opposite conclusions.

In such cases, partisans respond more to policy provisions than to party cues (Nicholson,

2011), and policy positions and information can sometimes outlast partisanship in candidate

and policy evaluations (Peterson, 2017, Forthcoming; Riggle et al., 1992).

Two particularly relevant works find strong evidence for policy information effects. Bul-

lock (2011) tests party elite cues against lengthy, detailed policy information, examining
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opinion formation when the public is fully informed about a policy. Cues affect opinion,

but policy content—liberal or conservative provisions—exerts an effect nearly three times as

large. Though instructive, Bullock (2011) lacks a control condition where respondents do

not receive any information, and thus cannot compare how individuals form opinions when

they are informed versus uninformed. In testing party cue and information effects on bal-

lot initiative opinions, Boudreau and MacKenzie (2014) do vary information presence, and

similarly conclude limited cue reliance: people incorporate information (policy details and

consequences) when it provides compelling reasons to do so. Yet this study tests how seeing

a party label associated with a policy affects opinion towards it—not the influence from a

party leader taking a stance. Party leader cues are known to exceed the influence of party

labels (Nicholson, 2012) and carry additional persuasive elements (Filindra and Harbridge-

Yong, 2018). While party cues decay in the presence of greater information, perhaps leader

cues are more resistant. Pairing leader cues with compelling information would thus make

for a useful, more stringent test of citizens’ responsiveness to information.

2.3 Intra-Party Elite Disagreement

Policy information’s influence on opinion relative to elite cues’ has evidently attracted

much scholarly interest. Of course, other message signals exist that can conflict with leader

cues. Intra-party opposition is one that has received scant attention. Past literature often

assumes elite cues from within the same party are unified in message (Zaller, 1992). This

appears well-justified, as elite communications on political issues have become increasingly

homogeneous over time (Levendusky, 2009). As elites have become more unified in preferred

policy, mass partisans better interpret elite cues and become more likely to follow them.

However, recent political trends break with this assumption, as public clashes between the

Republican Party leader (Trump) and other party elites (Congressional officeholders) make

it difficult to assume homogeneous intra-party elite messages. Past research lends some

insight into what to expect in this message environment. Druckman, Peterson and Slothuus
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(2013) and Levendusky (2010) show that when “members of each party can be found on

both sides of [an] issue,” cues from them are less influential. These abstract depictions of

division might indirectly signal intra-party disagreement, but are still very distinct from

a case where different co-partisan elites pull partisans in opposite directions on an issue.

Importantly, this latter dynamic better reflects present day examples of intra-party elite

disagreement and ones in earlier presidencies.910 A president and co-party Congressional

elites taking opposing stances also introduces conflicting cues at different leadership levels.

Intuition, as well as evidence that party leader cues exceed the strength of lower-level elite

cues (Barber and Pope, 2019), suggests that leadership level of disagreeing elites will shape

which messages mass partisans react to most. Yet, in the context of public opinion, no tests

of this dynamic or any type of direct intra-party elite disagreement exist.

Other relevant literature demonstrates that a Republican congressional source criticizing

a Republican president increases presidential disapproval among mass Republicans (Baum

and Groeling, 2009). Perhaps intra-party elite strife also leads co-partisan masses away from

their leader when forming issue opinions. At the same time, Filindra and Harbridge-Yong

(2018) find that co-party elite criticism does not worsen evaluations of leaders when they

engage in norms-breaking. The robustness of leader image and opinion influence to internal

dissent is left unclear.

3 Contributions and Expectations

To better understand the scope and robustness of a party leader’s influence on mass

opinion, it is critical to experimentally test this figure’s influence alongside other signals that

pull the public in the opposite direction. Leader influence has been shown to be expansive,

9Naftali Bendavid and Christopher Conkey, “Obama, Democrats in Congress Clash on Spending.” Wall
Street Journal, June 27, 2009. https://on.wsj.com/2UjnWQv (last accessed: December 14, 2018).

10Michael Fletcher, “House Republicans clash with Bush on immigration reform.” Washington Post,
January 3, 2005. https://bit.ly/2zIpZ7T (last accessed: December 14, 2018).
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covering positions consistent and inconsistent with the public’s previous views and partisans’

stereotypical inclinations (Barber and Pope, 2019). Accordingly, the most informative test

exposes individuals to a real world party leader taking a position on an issue that, absent any

peripheral cues or information, is “counter-stereotypical.”11 After checking for standalone

leader cue effects on counter-stereotypical policy opinion, the focus turns to examining how

partisans react to signals that conflict with their leader’s message on the same policy: 1)

opposing intra-party elite cues and 2) negative policy information. Results would address a

knowledge gap (how partisans form their opinion in response to conflicting intra-party elite

cues) and an unsettled question (whether policy information can decrease citizens’ reliance

on elite cues) in the political science literature. Table 1 compares key features from the

current study to those from earlier work, making clear the differences and contributions this

study will offer.12

Table 1: Prior Studies on Elite/Party Cue Effects on Policy Opinion
Paper Real world leader cues? Competing factor/s present?

This paper
Bullock 2011

Boudreau and Mackenzie 2014
Barber and Pope 2019

Nicholson 2012
Ciuk and Yost 2016
Druckman et al 2013

Levendusky 2010
Broockman and Butler 2017

Berinsky 2009
Cohen 2003

Nicholson 2011
Peterson Forthcoming

Regarding intra-party conflict, the current study directly tests how partisans form policy

opinion when a party leader and other party elites (in Congress) take opposing stances on

11This term comes from Arceneaux (2008), who defines it as “positions that are inconsistent with partisan
stereotypes.” Similarly, in the context of this study, “counter-stereotypical” position-taking means policy
endorsements outside of the party mainstream—namely, in terms of being out of step with expected elite
behavior and traditional elite stances within the party. See Section 4.4 for more.

12See Appendix Section C for an expanded version of this table with more details on coding.
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the same issue. Past literature cannot answer this question, offering only clues—and ones

that are not always consistent—as to how partisans will react (Druckman, Peterson and

Slothuus, 2013; Filindra and Harbridge-Yong, 2018). Assessing party leader influence amid

intra-party elite disagreement represents an informative test of its robustness, while also

clarifying unusual intra-party dynamics seen in current day politics.

For prioritization of policy information, the current study tests whether exposure to neg-

ative policy information alters mass partisans’ inclination to follow their leader. Information

exposure is conceptualized as a negative conflicting signal because the policy that mass

partisans evaluate is on its own a counter-stereotypical and thus likely unfavorable one. Pro-

viding more information highlights further unfavorable qualities—giving compelling reasons

to oppose the policy—and conflicts with the leader (policy support) stance. This approach

effectively integrates and builds on past work, drawing on Bullock (2011)’s strict policy

detail focus and Boudreau and MacKenzie (2014)’s situations of a more and less informed

public, where, in the latter case, “respondents receive policy information that conflicts” with

cues (49). It goes beyond them in testing whether information effects persist in messages

that contain a more powerful elite cue—that of a party leader—and thus tests a potential

constraint on the “follow-the-leader” dynamic.

3.1 Hypotheses

Three preregistered hypotheses follow with this framework in mind. Hypothesis 1

holds that partisans more strongly support a counter-stereotypical policy when their party

leader supports it than when they are unaware of their leader’s position. Informed by past

work showing the wide scope of party leader influence (Barber and Pope, 2019; Lenz, 2012),

partisans are expected to more closely align their opinion with their leader’s—which lies

outside the party mainstream—with no other information available to them. Hypothesis

2 states that a party leader’s power to persuade partisans on counter-stereotypical policy

diminishes when partisans receive co-party elite oppose cues alongside a leader support cue.
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This suggests that leader influence wears off in the presence of conflicting elite cues, an

expectation motivated by past research showing less uniform opinion amid less party elite

consensus (Levendusky, 2010) and worsened leader perception amid criticism by non-leader

elites (Baum and Groeling, 2009). Hypothesis 3 posits that a party leader’s influence over

partisans on counter-stereotypical policy deteriorates when partisans receive negative policy

information alongside a leader support cue. Becoming better informed about details of a

policy—which, by design, highlight likely unfavorable qualities—makes partisans less likely

to follow their leader’s position. Past evidence of the public’s reliance on policy information

while also exposed to cues, albeit less powerful ones, informs this expected attenuating

effect (Boudreau and MacKenzie, 2014; Bullock, 2011). Heterogeneous treatment affects

along three moderator variables—party leader perception, policy area ideology, and political

sophistication—are also examined along with other research questions (see Appendix Section

G for complete results).

4 Study Design

Prior to conducting the study, the research design, hypotheses and research questions,

and analysis plan were preregistered in the EGAP archive.13

4.1 Data

In order to test the hypotheses, a survey experiment was administered to 2,446 respon-

dents from Research Now/SSI collected via Qualtrics Panels (age 18 or older and only parti-

sans) from February 9 to February 16 of 2018. Participants were invited to take the survey

based on their reported partisanship in earlier panel waves, resulting in 1,250 Democrats

and 1,172 Republicans for the study (this excluded Independents who lean toward a party).

13These materials can be found at the following web address: http://egap.org/registration/3130.
The entire pre-analysis plan appears in Appendix Section A. This study was approved by CPHS
(STUDY00030838) at Dartmouth College.
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The sample of panelists was drawn to approximate Census proportions and thus aimed for

a nationally representative sample, but meeting party identification targets created some

discrepancies. 51% of the sample was female, 79% identified as white, the median age was

47, 35% reported an income of $100,000 or more, and 63% had at least a college degree.

This means the sample is on average more white, slightly older, has higher income, and

is more educated than all Americans.14 However, this is not too problematic for a survey

experiment where random assignment should result in treatment and control conditions that

contain equal amounts of these demographic values.15

4.2 Pre-Treatment Survey Instrument

Two different survey paths randomly assign individuals to read vignettes about and eval-

uate a policy proposal. One survey path examines the relationship between Republican

masses and their party leader in Trump (referred to as the “Republican Design”) and an-

other for the relationship between Democratic masses and their comparably closest party

leader in Obama (the “Democratic Design”).16 The two paths are conceptually parallel,

differing in terms of the specific pre-treatment questions, treatment vignettes, outcome, and

manipulation checks. Respondents first answer a set pre-treatment questions: questions

probing key demographic and political variables, a question aiming to capture their under-

lying ideology on the fictitious policy they will later evaluate, five-point favorability ratings

for the partisans’ party leader (Trump or Obama), Republicans in Congress, and Democrats

14These distributions cannot be compared against national benchmarks because the population of interest
is not all American adults but rather all partisan American adults. No reliable benchmark data exists for
this latter group.

15Tables D.1 and D.2 in the Appendix contain randomization checks for the Republican and Democratic
designs, respectively. Despite some deviations, key demographics are well balanced across the six conditions
in each design. When later estimating treatment effects, inclusion of pre-treatment controls to correct for
any covariate imbalance does not change results. See Appendix Section F for more.

16The term “party leader” describes especially prominent party figures referred to by name in the experi-
ment to create a more realistic and involving cue (see Nicholson, 2012). See Section B in the Appendix for
more discussion on the approach to leader selection and the suitability of the two figures chosen.
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in Congress, and a standard set of five political knowledge battery items.17

4.3 Experimental Design and Outcome

Partisans are then randomly assigned to different treatment conditions where Republicans

read about a liberal infrastructure bill being proposed in Congress and Democrats read about

a conservative free trade bill.18 Both designs employ a 2×3 between-subjects design where

roughly 1,200 partisans are randomly assigned with equal probability to conditions that vary

by two factors: 1) exposure to a party leader cue (leader support of a policy vs. no

mention of the leader’s position) and 2) exposure to a conflicting signal (opposition

by co-party Congressional elites to the policy vs. policy information that should motivate

reasons to oppose the policy vs. no mention of other signals). Table 2 shows the cell design

for Republican respondents and Table 3 shows that for Democratic respondents.19

Table 2: Experimental Design for Republicans
Trump support + No conflicting signal No Trump cue + No conflicting signal
Trump support + GOP Congress oppose No Trump cue + GOP Congress oppose
Trump support + Policy information No Trump cue + Policy information

Table 3: Experimental Design for Democrats
Obama support + No conflicting signal No Obama cue + No conflicting signal
Obama support + Dem Congress oppose No Obama cue + Dem Congress oppose
Obama support + Policy information No Obama cue + Policy information

In both designs, the “co-party elites oppose cue” takes the form of [Republican/Democratic]

respondents reading that most Congressional [Republicans/Democrats], respectively, have

17Exact wording of the survey instruments can be found in Section J.

18The fictitious policy bill vignettes draw directly from news reports and documents regarding past actual
policy bills in these same areas. The bottom of Section I in the Appendix contains links to these resources.

19Section I contains full treatment contents, which show the use of “headlines” (larger sized, underlined
text summarizing the basic policy description and circumstantial cues/information) as a way to more strongly
administer the treatment. In addition to mimicking how people often encounter news communication and
what they prioritize in news consumption (Ecker et al., 2014, p. 324), using headlines better administers
the treatment to possible survey satisficers—those quickly taking the survey who might not fully read the
vignettes—and thus more survey-takers should properly receive the treatment as a result.
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come out in opposition to the fictitious policy bill. For negative policy information in the

Republican design, the treatment contains 123 words of additional details about the liberal

infrastructure bill (emphasizing its exorbitant public spending and the federal government’s

large role). In the Democratic design, the treatment includes 127 words of additional details

about the conservative free trade bill (stressing its pro-business qualities and deregulation

provisions). The treatments in both designs make individuals more informed about the pol-

icy they are evaluating, highlighting unfavorable qualities and thus offering reasons to oppose

the counter-stereotypical policy.20

After random assignment to one of six vignettes, partisans indicate their level of support

for or opposition to the bill in the policy vignette on a seven-point scale where higher values

indicate stronger support. Participants then answer three manipulation check questions

about the policy vignette, and lastly are debriefed about the experiment.

4.4 Policy Vignette Construction

As noted in Section 3, the baseline qualities of each policy bill should evince counter-

stereotypical and possibly unfavorable qualities to the respective partisan groups. The initial

descriptions of a “major public spending infrastructure bill” for Republicans (who are less

inclined to favor public spending and a large role for the government) and a “major free

trade bill” for Democrats (who are less inclined to support a strong free market policy

that typifies more mainstream Republican ideology) establishes these policies as outside

individuals’ partisan mainstreams and atypical for their leaders to support. To bolster

this counter-stereotypical nature, an out-party cue is attached to each policy such that

Republicans interpret their bill as a liberal one and Democrats interpret their bill as a

conservative one. Specifically, a short initial description of the bill is followed by the following

text: “A similar version was proposed by [Democrat/Republican] legislators several years

ago” (Republicans see “Democrat” and Democrats see “Republican”). Given evidence that

20The treatment contents can be found in Section I in the Appendix.
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out-party cues have dissuasive effects (Nicholson, 2012), this addition should also make the

policy more unfavorable.21

Although an atypical design decision, the appended out-party cue is importantly not

manipulated and instead constant across experimental conditions. Rather, it works to more

clearly establish each fictitious policy as counter-stereotypical. This is particularly important

on the Republican side. Given Trump’s connection to the issue area of infrastructure, asking

Republicans—who are very likely to support Trump—about their opinion on a fictitious

infrastructure bill might lead them to infer a link to Trump. This would occur across all

conditions, and will interfere with the manipulations of a presence or absence of a Trump

endorsement of the policy. By attaching a strong unfavorable aspect to the bill, the out-

party cue should reduce this potential issue of partisans viewing the policy too favorably at

a baseline level (thus avoiding ceiling effects).

4.5 Issue Selection Justification

The rationale behind the policy area selections for the vignettes merits greater explana-

tion. Creating a realistic and credible experimental design is essential to preserving external

validity. The use of real world party leader names as elite cue sources both aids and compli-

cates this goal. One of the two signals against which leader influence is tested is conflicting

cues from co-partisans in Congress. Because elites within the same party have increasingly

become united in message and ideology (Levendusky, 2009), the range of available issues is

very narrow in order to achieve credibility in survey-takers’ eyes.22 Thus, the issues in this

21It’s worth noting the possible unintended bipartisan interpretation among respondents seeing a co-
partisan leader support a policy that past out-party elites were inclined to support. At the same time, the
potential for immediate bipartisanship would not exist, given the past nature of the out-party cue, and other
research suggests this combination of cues does not fulfill broad two-party elite support that is necessary for
bipartisanship to influence opinion (Bolsen, Druckman and Cook, 2014).

22For example, past work has tested how Democrats react to a Democratic candidate taking a pro-life
stance (Arceneaux, 2008). This limits how meaningful the results are, as the situation remains largely non-
credible (most Democrats do not take pro-life positions), especially at the national level, over which party
leaders’ influence presumably extends.
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study’s experiment come from policy areas where a party leader has at some point taken

counter-stereotypical positions (e.g., a Republican leader espousing a liberal position) and

where co-partisan elites in Congress could credibly take the opposite (stereotypical) posi-

tion. This issue selection approach establishes strong credibility, a design principle that

past elite cues studies closely heed (e.g., Barber and Pope, 2019), especially in the case of

counter-stereotypical elite cues (Ciuk and Yost, 2016).

For the co-party elite opposition treatments, strong support exists for the experiment

achieving a realistic design through using infrastructure policy (for Republicans) and free

trade policy (Democrats). Two recent news headlines about these policy areas offer evidence

on this point. One headline reads as follows: “Trump is inclined to ‘just spend money’ on

infrastructure, aide says, but House GOP could have issues with that.”23 This closely the

key “Trump support + GOP Congress oppose” experimental condition. Similarly, on the

Democratic side, one headline reads “Obama: U.S. will overcome [Congressional] Democrats’

opposition to free trade deal.”24 Again, this closely approximates the party conflict condition

found in the “Obama support + Dem Congress oppose” cell. These news reports serve as

clear evidence that conflict on policy positions has occurred in the real political world between

the two party leaders central to this study and their respective co-party elites in Congress.

When partisans encounter this scenario as part of the experimental manipulations, they will

likely view it credibly, which grants greater external validity for this study’s results.

4.6 Methods

In order to test the hypotheses, the following ordinary least squares regression interaction

model is estimated for each partisan design:

23“Trump is inclined to ’just spend money’ on infrastructure, aide says, but House GOP could have
issues with that.” Eamon Javers, NBC News. January 10, 2018. https://cnb.cx/2ShcD9k (last accessed
December 14, 2018).

24“Obama: U.S. will overcome Democrats’ opposition to free trade deal.” Dave Boyer, Washington Times.
August 1, 2016. https://bit.ly/2Q2Ghm7 (last accessed December 14, 2018).
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Policy Opinion = β0 + β1(Leader Cue) + β2(Elites Oppose) + β3(Policy Info)

+β4(Leader Cue × Elites Oppose) + β5(Leader Cue × Policy Info) + ε

(1)

The coefficients come from regressing the policy attitude (1-7, where higher values indi-

cate stronger support) on indicators for a party leader support cue (“Leader Cue”), co-party

elite opposition (“Elites Oppose”), and negative policy information (“Policy Info”), as well

as interaction terms for the leader cue and each of the two conflicting signals. The β1 coef-

ficient represents the effect of a party leader cue in support of the policy in the absence of

any conflicting signal. This tests Hypothesis 1. The β4 and β5 coefficients capture whether

the effects of party leader cues differ significantly in the presence of co-party elite opposition

(Hypothesis 2) and negative policy information (Hypothesis 3), respectively. If these coeffi-

cients are negative and statistically significant, then party leader influence diminishes when

accompanied by a conflicting signal.25 Heterogeneous treatment effects along three impor-

tant pretreatment moderator values are also estimated, analysis for which takes a similar

approach to the type described above (full results appear in Appendix Section G).

5 Results

Results appear in two sections that cover each partisan design, starting with the Repub-

lican one followed by the Democratic one. Discussion will refer to Table 4, which contains

results for both designs from estimating the model in Equation 1, and Figure 1, which shows

mean policy support levels with 95% confidence intervals for both designs. The bottom of

Table 4 also shows “Leader Cue” effects when each conflicting signal is present. Along with

25This specification deviates from the preregistered analysis, which was incorrectly specified for testing
Hypotheses 2 and 3. Many thanks to an anonymous reviewer for clarifying this point. Appendix Section E
details the original analysis, why it was unsuitable for testing the hypotheses, the correct specification, and
how results changed after this correction.
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“Leader Cue” in the first row, these coefficients illustrate leader effects across the three pos-

sible message environments, while the interaction terms indicate whether these effects vary.

Appendix Section H provides results for the manipulation check questions.
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Republican Design (infrastructure policy) Democrat Design (trade policy)

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

No Obama +
Policy info

Obama +
Policy info

No Obama +
Dem elites

Obama +
Dem elites

No Obama +
No conflict

Obama +
No conflict

No Trump +
Policy info

Trump +
Policy info

No Trump +
GOP elites

Trump +
GOP elites

No Trump +
No conflict

Trump +
No conflict

Mean Support for Policy
Strongly oppose (1) to Strongly support (7)

Figure 1: Mean Policy Opinion Across All Experimental Conditions

5.1 Republican Design

Results offer support for Hypothesis 1 in the Republican design. From Model 1 in Table

4, the “Leader Cue” coefficient signifies that in the absence of conflicting signals, exposure to

a Trump cue in support of the infrastructure policy causes Republican rank-and-file members

to become more supportive of it. Figure 1 illustrates the specific comparison of experimental

conditions here—between “Trump + No conflict” (mean = 5.44) and “No Trump + No
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conflict” (5.06). The 0.385 point difference attains statistical significance at p = 0.006 (two-

tailed), and covers 6.5% of the outcome scale.

Heterogeneous treatment effects by Trump favorability (Appendix Figure G.1) and issue

area ideology (Figure G.2) add some nuance. Republicans with a below-median favorable

view of Trump hardly react to the Trump support cue (β = 0.057), while pro-Trump Repub-

licans move 0.507 points more in favor of the liberal policy (p = 0.08). This comports with

past research arguing that positive image and source credibility drive elite persuasion (e.g.,

Gilens and Murakawa, 2002). However, the Trump effect does not vary by Republicans’ pre-

existing views in the broader policy area that contains infrastructure (measured by beliefs

on the extent of services the government should provide). Such behavior among conservative

Republicans in particular gives more precise indication of blind leader adherence—at least

in the absence of other signals.

Counter to expectations, Republican leader influence does not decline in the presence of

either of the two conflicting signals of interest. For Hypothesis 2, the “Leader Cue × Elites

Oppose” interaction term coefficient in Table 4 Model 1 shows that the Trump support cue

effect is not significantly moderated by co-party elite opposition to the policy in question. A

significant negative coefficient would indicate a decline in leader influence. Instead, the effect

is small, positive in sign, and not statistically significant. The coefficient of 0.038 comes from

the difference in differences between “Trump + No conflict” (mean = 5.44) – “No Trump +

No conflict” (5.06) and “Trump + GOP elites” (4.98) – “No Trump + GOP elites” (4.56)

from Figure 1. As the bottom of Table 4 shows, Trump can still move Republicans 0.423

points on policy when opposed by co-party elites (p = 0.002).

Manipulation checks clarify whether this null effect stems from respondent inattentive-

ness to treatment content. As described in Appendix Section H, Republicans in the two

“Elites Oppose” conditions correctly identified the policy position of Congressional Republi-

cans at a much higher rate than those without exposure to this conflicting signal, suggesting

proper treatment receipt. An additional result sheds further light on co-party elite opposi-
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Table 4: OLS Regression of Policy Opinion on Treatment Conditions / Relevant Interactions

Republican Study Democratic Study

Model 1 Model 2

Leader Cue 0.385∗∗∗ 1.112∗∗∗

(0.140) (0.133)
Elites Oppose −0.495∗∗∗ −0.314∗∗

(0.140) (0.134)
Policy Info −0.159 −0.486∗∗∗

(0.141) (0.134)
Leader Cue x Elites Oppose 0.038 −0.485∗∗

(0.199) (0.188)
Leader Cue x Policy Info 0.045 −0.123

(0.199) (0.189)
Constant 5.056∗∗∗ 4.295∗∗∗

(0.099) (0.094)

Leader Cue effect when...

Elites Oppose = 1 0.423∗∗∗ 0.627∗∗∗

(0.136) (0.126)
Policy Info = 1 0.430∗∗∗ 0.989∗∗∗

(0.150) (0.147)

Observations 1169 1238

Notes:
Infrastructure policy opinion for Republicans, trade policy opinion for Democrats.
*p < 0.1, **p < 0.05, ***p < 0.01; two-tailed.
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tion’s null attenuating effect on Trump influence. Perhaps Trump’s influence declines more

noticeably among Republicans less favorable towards him. Yet the relevant three-way inter-

action in Appendix Table G.1 shows the conflicting signal’s moderating effect does not differ

significantly by pre-treatment views on Trump.

Similarly, party leader sway remains intact even when negative policy information that

conflicts with his message is present (Hypothesis 3). In Table 4 Model 1, the “Leader

Cue × Policy Info” interaction term coefficient is near zero and not statistically significant.

The influence of Trump’s policy endorsement does not wane when Republicans also receive

details about the policy that include exorbitant public spending, a large role for the federal

government, and resulting budget deficit growth (making Republicans 0.430 points more

supportive of the policy at p = 0.004, per the bottom of Table 4). Not all Republicans might

find these policy provisions objectionable. But when checking whether the information’s

moderating effect varies by Republican opinion on government services (measured early pre-

treatment), Republicans with conservative views in this issue area are no more likely to reject

their leader’s counter-stereotypical message when informed of liberal policy details.26

The length and dense details that make up this negative policy information treatment

raise the specter of respondent inattention contributing to the null attenuating effect of

information. Once again, post-treatment manipulation checks allay concerns: a high rate of

treated Republicans correctly recall an important detail from the information treatment and

much more than untreated Republicans do, suggesting improper treatment receipt cannot

explain this null effect found for testing Hypothesis 3 (see Appendix Section H for details).

5.2 Democratic Design

Moving to the Democratic design, Hypothesis 1 again receives support. The “Leader

Cue” coefficient in Table 4 Model 2 shows that exposure to an Obama cue in support of

26See Appendix Table G.2. Importantly, when Trump’s message is absent, conservative Republicans
decrease their policy support in the face of the information treatment. This result suggests the Issue Area
Ideology question about government services captured a real underlying attitude in this issue realm.
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the free trade policy makes mass Democrats more supportive of the bill in the absence of

conflicting signals. The 1.112 point difference between the “Obama + No conflict” condition

and pure control is statistically significant (p < 0.001), and substantial in a practical sense:

the effect covers 18.5% of the outcome scale and represents more than a one-scale point

movement on the outcome survey question. This Obama effect is stronger among—but not

exclusive to—co-partisans who more favorably view him (Appendix Figure G.4), and does

not vary by pre-treatment views toward the free market economy: even Democrats for whom

this policy should be unappealing follow their leader’s message (Figure G.5).

Although a strong force in isolation, the Obama support cue declines in influence when

Democratic members of Congress take an opposing stance on policy. In confirming Hypoth-

esis 2, the “Leader Cue × Elites Oppose” interaction term coefficient in Table 4 Model 2

illustrates that the Obama effect on mass Democrat opinion decreases by 0.485 points in

the presence of co-party elite opposition. This attenuating effect covers 8.1% of the outcome

scale and reaches significance at p = 0.01.27 At the same time, although leader influence

diminishes in this context, it does not vanish. When opposing co-party elite cues are present,

mass Democrats still move 0.627 points more in favor of the policy when Obama endorses it.

The leader effect thus still remains powerful, covering 10% of the outcome scale (p < 0.001;

see bottom of Table 4).

Shifting focus to the other conflicting signal of interest, Obama opinion influence does

not decline sizably in the presence of negative policy information. The “Leader Cue × Policy

Info” interaction term coefficient in Table 4 Model 2 tests Hypothesis 3 for the Democratic

design. Obama’s policy endorsement effect does wane slightly (decreasing by 0.123 points)

but not at a statistically significant level. Mass Democrats follow their leader on policy

to largely the same extent when informed of many negative qualities about the policy—a

strongly pro-business, pro-free market trade agreement without protections for labor rights—

27Curiously, Democrats more favorable toward Obama appear a bit more inclined to reject his message
when opposed by other elites in the party, though the relevant three-way interaction effect here is not
statistically significant (see Figure G.4).
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as when they do not possess this information. As the bottom of Table 4 shows, Democrats

shift 0.989 points in the direction of Obama’s stance support even with negative information

available (p < 0.001).

Two additional results add some clarity to this null attenuating effect of information.

First, among Democrats who less favorably view the free market economy and thus are

more likely to reject their leader once informed of the policy, Obama influence does weaken

slightly in the face of negative information, but not at a statistically significant level (see

Figure G.5). Second, post-treatment manipulation checks show that a high rate of treated

Democrats identify an important detail from the information treatment and much more than

untreated Democrats do. This suggests respondent inattention is unlikely to account for the

null attenuating effect of policy information (see Appendix Section H for more).

6 Conclusion

While much has been studied about elite influence on public opinion, little is known about

the public’s “follow-the-leader” tendency and its robustness, such as whether a leader’s influ-

ence remains strong even amid conflicting signals. The current study explores two conflicting

signals that prior literature has either not directly tested (opposing co-party elite cues) or

has not tested against more powerful cues such as from a party leader (policy information).

Testing these dynamics when leaders take counter-stereotypical positions makes for an es-

pecially stringent test of leaders’ ability to shape opinion. In a national survey experiment

addressing these questions, several important findings emerge.

In the Republican design, Trump expressing support of a counter-stereotypical policy

causes Republicans to become more supportive of it. This opinion leadership capacity does

not decline in the presence of conflicting signals that pull Republicans towards a policy

position opposite of Trump’s. Neither Congressional Republicans opposing the policy nor

negative information highlighting the policy’s many liberal qualities makes Republicans less
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likely to follow their leader. Moreover, mass Republicans’ preexisting views on the pol-

icy area in question do not constrain their leader’s ability to influence them. The Demo-

cratic design similarly shows that when a party leader in Obama expresses support for a

counter-stereotypical policy, Democrats become more likely to follow his message. When

accompanied by a conflicting co-party elites cue—Congressional Democrats opposing the

policy—Obama’s influence diminishes, even among Democrats most favorable towards him,

but still shapes policy opinion sizably. Informing Democrats about the many conservative

qualities of the policy does not cause them to follow Obama substantially less.

6.1 Caveats, Implications, and Future Research

The meaning of these findings and relevant caveats merit greater discussion. Although the

two partisan designs are meant to be conceptually similar, there are important differences

to note. The two designs differ by policy area, which limits direct comparability. Given

Trump’s past connection to infrastructure, pretreatment effects could be more pronounced

in the Republican design (in spite of efforts to avoid this, described in Section 4.4) and

perhaps explain the less malleable Republican opinion across conditions. Although the choice

of party leaders is comparable in many respects (see Appendix Section B), the Republican

design uses a current president while the Democratic design uses a former one. Partisans

might be less inclined to deviate from their leader’s message when that leader is currently in

power, not necessarily because of any inherent partisan differences in leader adherence. This

might explain the larger attenuating effects found for Democrats. Future research should

hold issue area constant across partisan design and use more comparable party leaders—such

as contemporaneous presidential nominees, who act as party standard-bearers (Nicholson,

2012)—to properly test for asymmetry.

Despite these shortcomings, this study has several important implications. For one, the

potential for co-party elites to curb leader adherence is limited. Other elites within a party

cannot provide an effective institutional check on the power of leaders to persuade co-partisan
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masses when they have gone astray in policy message. The Democratic design shows leader

influence wanes but crucially still remains present amid intra-party elite disagreement, while

the Republican design reveals opinion leadership robust to internal elite disagreement. The

latter finding carries particular weight in contemporary politics. In their recent work on the

role of powerful elected leaders in democratic backsliding, Levitsky and Ziblatt (2018, p.188)

posit that “[D]emocracy’s fate during the remainder of Trump’s presidency” will depend

in part on the “behavior of [other] Republican leaders.” In terms of how far Republicans

will follow Trump on policy—and given the centrality of public opinion to the democratic

system (Dahl, 1956)—the current study suggests other Republican elites cannot reliably

check Trump’s influence.

For negative policy information as a conflicting signal that could limit leader influence, the

conclusion is clearer: informing the public about a policy they’re evaluating—specifically, its

many negative and politically unappealing qualities that give reasons to oppose the policy—

consistently fails to weaken “follow-the-leader” tendencies. The null attenuating effects hold

even among partisans who should react most negatively to this information, based on pre-

existing ideology in the issue area they evaluate. Perhaps the public’s well-known political

information deficit cannot explain why opinion often blindly follows leader messages (Barber

and Pope, 2019; Lenz, 2012), limiting the benefits of better informing the public as a way of

addressing this normative dilemma.

It is worth considering what these findings mean collectively. In three of four tests, leader

influence is resistant to countervailing signals; in the fourth, it declines, but the public still

follows the leader to a substantial degree. Powerful signals that conflict with a leader’s

message largely do not impede that leader’s ability to sway the public. This result makes for

concerning normative consequences for the relationship between elites and the mass public,

and suggests “follow-the-leader” behavior is more blind than informed.

This study also helps reconcile and advance the literature on elite cues. It first successfully

replicates standalone leader effects from Barber and Pope (2019), then introduces conflicting
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signals in order to gauge the robustness of leader influence. Evidence emerges for a more

powerful capacity of opinion leadership than previously understood. This notion contrasts

from recent work implying elite influence is overstated (e.g., Bullock, 2011; Kertzer and

Zeitzoff, 2017). The current study differs from earlier ones in many ways, but one notable

aspect is in the use of real world leader cues. Past research argues such cues are particularly

influential (Barber and Pope, 2019; Nicholson, 2012), but only tests them in isolation. In

bridging various past work, these findings suggest the type of elite source matters for the

degree to which elites can shape opinion and whether conflicting signals can attenuate this

influence. Future research should further probe real world leader cues and how they compare

to generic party/elite cues in order to better address debates in this literature.

Lastly, placing this study’s design and findings in the context of real world conditions

paints a further clear picture of strong elite influence. Needless to say, a real world in-

formation environment contains a multitude of signals that may or may not clash with a

party leader’s message. The current study constructs an environment ripe for party leader

rejection: counter-stereotypical policy endorsements and outside signals that all stand in

direct opposition to a leader. The fact that the “follow-the-leader” tendency largely does

not weaken in this context is a testament to the strength of elite cues. Future tests should

still vary the issue areas employed for the sake of generalizeability. But, if partisans fail to

consistently reject their leader’s message in cases like the current study’s, then contexts less

conducive to leader rejection might not make much of a difference.
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A Pre-Analysis Plan

Party Leader Influence and Conflicting

Signals in Opinion Formation

— Pre-Analysis Plan —

Background and explanation of rationale.

To what extent do elite cues overwhelm other considerations in mass opinion formation?

While a robust literature exists on this topic, past designs infrequently use real world party

leaders as elite cues (e.g., using the names Donald Trump or Barack Obama in a study). This

comes despite party leaders representing arguably a more realistic cue, as partisans likely

hear messages from their national leaders more often than messages attributed to “90% of co-

partisans in Congress.” Exceptions find that effects of leader cues outweigh those of generic

elite cues (e.g., partisan legislators) and party cues, conclude leader cues are more “vivid

and involving,” and show evidence of partisans following their leaders in a way counter to

mass partisans’ underlying preferences (Barber and Pope 2019; Lenz 2012; Nicholson 2012).

However, the relative strength of party leader cues remains largely untested, ignoring the

reality that elite cues often come packaged in a broader message context. How do partisans

form their opinion upon receiving party leader cues alongside conflicting signals that pull

them in the opposite direction?

In this study, I test whether two types of conflicting signals—competing co-party elite

cues and compelling policy information—attenuate the influence of party leader cues on

policy preference formation. The first of these signals takes the form of co-party members in

Congress endorsing the opposite position of the party leader’s on a policy being considered.

Contemporary political dynamics and the lack of existing direct tests of intra-party elite
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disagreement motivate my focus on this dynamic. The second of these signals comprises

details about a policy that provide partisans with a compelling reason to deviate from their

party leader’s position. This offers a more stringent test for policy information effects than in

past work by using leader cues rather than just party cues (Boudreau and MacKenzie 2014),

further fills the void of manipulating information presence in this line of research (Bullock

2011), and has implications for normative democratic debate.

What are the hypotheses to be tested/quantities of in-

terest to be estimated?

Hypotheses

1. Partisans more strongly support an unfavorable policy when their party leader supports

it.

2. Support for an unfavorable policy is lower when partisans receive both generic co-party

elite cues in opposition and a party leader cue in support than when they only receive a

party leader cue.

3. Support for an unfavorable policy is lower when partisans receive both policy information

and a party leader cue in support than when they only receive a party leader cue.

Research Questions

1. Do partisans oppose an unfavorable policy more strongly when they receive cues that most

co-party elites (distinct from the party leader) oppose the bill?

2. Do partisans oppose an unfavorable policy more strongly when they are exposed to infor-

mation that better informs them of the policy’s unfavorable qualities?

3. Does the use of conflicting elite cues and information to resist party leader influence vary

by a respondent’s perception of the party leader?
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4. Does the use of conflicting elite cues and information to resist party leader influence vary

by a respondent’s underlying ideology on the issue in question?

5. Does the use of conflicting elite cues and information to resist party leader influence vary

by respondent level of political sophistication?

How will these hypotheses be tested?

Methods, Treatments, and Outcomes

To carry out these tests, I will use a nationally representative survey experiment with par-

ticipants (age 18 or older) recruited from the Qualtrics online panel. I will use two designs,

one for examining the relationship between Republican respondents and their party leader

in Trump and another for the relationship between Democratic respondents and their (com-

parably closest) party leader in Obama. Both case studies employ a 3×2 between-subjects

design where 1,200 partisans are randomly assigned with equal probability to conditions that

vary by two factors: 1) exposure to a party leader cue (leader support of a policy vs. no

mention of the leader’s position) and 2) exposure to a conflicting signal (opposition by co-

party Congressional elites to the policy vs. policy information that should motivate reasons

to oppose the policy vs. no mention of other conflicting signals). As the outcome measure,

participants will report level of support for or opposition to the policy. For Democrats, I

will use a fictitious policy bill about free trade, and for Republicans, I will use one for in-

frastructure spending—issues where each party leader has taken positions outside the party

mainstream, thus making for a credible and realistic design across all conditions.28,29

The designs for both Republicans and Democrats are very similar. Respondents in both

cases start by answering a set of pre-treatment questions: a question aiming to capture their

28https://www.cnbc.com/2018/01/10/trump-inclined-to-spend-money-on-infrastructure-but-house-gop-
isnt.html

29https://www.washingtontimes.com/news/2016/aug/1/obama-us-will-overcome-opposition-free-trade-
deal/
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underlying ideology on the fictitious policy they will later evaluate (attitudes toward the

extent to which the government should provide government services for Republicans30 and

attitudes toward the benefits and costs of a free market economy for Democrats31), five-

point favorability ratings for the partisans’ party leader (Trump or Obama), Republicans in

Congress, and Democrats in Congress, and a standard set of five political knowledge battery

items.

Partisans are then randomly assigned to one of six conditions where they read about a

liberal infrastructure bill being proposed in Congress if they are Republicans or a conserva-

tive free trade bill being proposed in Congress if they are Democrats. The design creates

situations where Republicans (Democrats) form their opinion without any signals available,

one with only a Trump (Obama) support cue, and ones where they have both a Trump

(Obama) cue and other conflicting signals: Republican (Democratic) Congressional elites

oppose cue or compelling policy information. For the Republican case, the latter treat-

ment contains details about the liberal infrastructure bill (exorbitant public spending and

the federal government’s large role), exposure to which makes them more informed about

the issue at hand and thus better able to recognize a bill that is (likely) counter to their

interests. Likewise, for the Democratic case, the compelling policy information treatment

contains details about the conservative free trade bill (pro-business qualities of the bill and

deregulation provisions), which will make Democrats more informed about the policy and

as a result better able to recognize a bill that is (likely) counter to their interests. After this

random assignment to one of six vignettes, partisans indicate their level of support for or

opposition to (on a seven-point scale, where a seven indicates strongest level of support) the

bill being considered found in the preceding vignettes. Participants then answer three ma-

nipulation check questions about the fictitious policy bill. Lastly, they are debriefed about

30Seven-point many more/fewer services scale for the following question: Do you think that the government
should provide many more services or many fewer services?

31Seven-point agree/disagree scale for the following question: Do you agree or disagree with the following
statement? “Most people are better off in a free market economy even though some people are rich and
some are poor.”
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the experiment.

Statistical Analyses

For both the Republican and Democratic portions of the study, the core of the analysis

entails a comparison of policy opinion across specific pairs of experimental conditions relevant

to my hypotheses and research questions. I will use difference in means tests to test all three

hypotheses and address all five research questions. I will test whether differences in mean

policy opinion are statistically significant and in the expected positive/negative direction for

the following pairs of conditions:

H1: Party leader support × no conflicting signal vs. control

H2: Party leader support × no conflicting signal vs. party leader support × co-party elite

opposition

H3: Party leader support × no conflicting signal vs. party leader support × compelling

policy information

RQ1: No Trump cue × co-party elite opposition vs. control

RQ2: No Trump cue × compelling policy information vs. control

RQ3: H1, H2, and H3 tests at each level of party leader favorability (five-point scale from

very unfavorable to very favorable)

RQ4: H1, H2, and H3 tests at each level of underlying issue ideology (seven-point scale, see

Section A)

RQ5: H1, H2, and H3 tests at each level of political knowledge (six-point scale build from

number of correct answers on political knowledge question battery)

I will also conduct two robustness checks for these tests. First, to account for the pos-

sibility that my outcome measure might not be normally distributed, I will test H1, H2,
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and H3 using a Mann-Whitney U (rank-sum) test. Second, because I will be conducting

difference in means tests in RQ3, RQ4, and RQ5 at each point on five-, seven-, and six-point

scales, respectively, this may become difficult to interpret because of the large standard er-

rors resulting from small sample sizes at each scale point. I will thus repeat the tests in

these research questions but with binned moderator variables using the median value of each

(e.g., a high and low favorability indicator variable will be created according the median

favorability rating).

Finally, I will include three other tests. First, I will present a randomization check

using political and demographic variables. Second, because I am not forcing responses to

all questions, there is the potential for survey respondents to drop out of the experiment in

a way that is systematically related to treatment group assignment. To address if this is a

problem, I will check whether certain treatments predict nonresponse on the policy opinion

outcome question. Third, I will discuss results for the three manipulation checks (in both

the Republican and Democrat portions of the study) to check whether respondents received

the treatment properly (using different questions where correct answers would only make

sense given assignment to certain experimental conditions).
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B Explaining Party Leader Selection

Two distinct designs make up the experiment in this study. Each centers on different

policy areas, treatments, and political figures that arguably constitute party leaders, among

other aspects. While this limits comparability of results across the two designs, the approach

still aims to create two parallel studies for each major party, and treatments are chosen to

make the designs as similar as possible. The choice of party leaders may prompt questions

over this intended similarity. While Donald Trump possesses a formal title as party leader

on the Republican side, Barack Obama—a largely inactive political figure who cannot intro-

duce legislation—might be an unsuitable option. Perhaps Obama was a poor choice for a

Democratic party leader and represents someone very different for Democrats than Trump

does for Republicans.

However, as this section argues, selection of party leaders in both partisan designs is

appropriate, receives support from past work, and allows for some comparability across the

two designs. A few key qualities underlie how this study conceives of “party leaders”: using

real world figures (as opposed to generic elite figures, a distinction discussed at further length

in Section 2.1) and referring to them by name in the study (as mentioned before, in order

to invoke the “vivid” and “involving” qualities that Nicholson (2012) emphasizes), figures

who possess high intra-party favorability, recognition, and leadership status, and relatedly,

figures who can plausibly be opinion leaders within a party.32 In terms of leadership status

within a party, the presidency represents the highest level. Choosing among current possible

opinion leaders, Trump clearly fits this criterion on the Republican side. Obama does not fit

this as well but comes close as a very recent former president. Presidents best fit the title of

“leader of a party” (though not necessarily the singular leader), and thus using the two most

recent presidents from both parties is the simplest and most obvious approach to selecting

32Regarding this last point, work on presidential opinion leadership by Edwards (2009) is instructive.
Importantly, he mentions that “influencing others is central to the conception of leadership of most political
scientists” (4).
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party leaders.

Perception of a figure within a party is central to their capacity for opinion leadership,

owing to the credibility and like-mindedness of a figure in the eyes of co-partisans (Gilens

and Murakawa 2002). Regarding this criterion, the study’s selection of party leaders in both

designs is justifiable. For example, a February 2018 poll around the time that the experiment

was fielded found that 80% of Republicans had a favorable opinion of Trump and only 3%

of Republicans indicated they did not know their opinion toward him.33 The former number

suggests a very positive intra-party perception of Trump while the latter number represents

high intra-party recognition of him. The most recent public poll with party breakdowns for

Obama favorability was conducted in January of 2017, and found that 91% of Democrats had

a favorable view of Obama and only 2% of Democrats said “don’t know.”34 Although taken

a year before the poll with Trump’s numbers, it is unlikely these numbers have changed much

for Obama since then. Therefore, it is fair to say that both figures have high intra-party

favorability and recognition, qualities that—by this study’s conception of the term—befit

the title of a party leader. For comparison, other figures on the Democratic side that could

arguably better fulfill the nominal “party leader” title at the time the survey experiment

was conducted, such as Nancy Pelosi (58% favorable, 19% don’t know) and Chuck Schumer

(49% favorable, 30% don’t know), fall very short of this standard. Although high intra-party

favorability and recognition might be assumed as qualities not unique to “party leaders” but

common to all party elites, this public opinion data indicates that is not the case. Instead, it

suggests that a figure like Obama is the more suitable option and one much more comparable

to Trump on the Republican side.

Finally, perhaps the power to introduce legislation is perceived as important to a status

as a party leader. However, much of the literature that motivates this study and its use of

elite cues does not emphasize this ability. Work by Nicholson (2012) represents one of the few

33https://bit.ly/2BCbV12.

34https://bit.ly/2E3kQez.
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other studies to explicitly use party leader terminology in the context of elite cues and public

opinion research. Conducting his study in 2008, Nicholson uses Obama and Bush as party

leaders at a time when they had recently won their party’s respective nominations. Little

issue exists with defining a party leader in this circumstance with respect to policy-enacting

ability. Both nominees do not represent figures who can immediately propose policies but

rather ones with high standing within their party and possessing of some leadership status

(i.e., standard-bearers for the party). The same can generally be said for work done by Lenz

(2012), who finds opinion leadership dynamics using politicians not currently in power (and

thus not able to actually introduce legislation). Similarly, in part of their analysis, Barber

and Pope (2019) refer to Barack Obama as a party leader and test effects of his position-

taking on mass Democrats—despite taking place in 2018, when Obama was years removed

from power. All of these studies motivate the present one, which conceptualizes and chooses

party leaders in a way that does not involve a policy-enacting ability. Thus, the choice of

party leaders in the current study is well-justified.
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C Contextualizing Current Study in Past Literature

Table C.1: Prior Studies on Elite/Party Cue Effects on Policy Opinion (Detailed)
Paper Source Type Competing factor/s

This paper Donald Trump, Barack Obama (1) Co-party elite opposition (vs. none)
(2) Negative policy information (vs. none)

Bullock 2011 State Democratic / Republican legislators Policy provisions (liberal vs. conservative)

Boudreau and Mackenzie 2014 Democratic / Republican Party official positions Policy information with positive, negative,
and balanced consequences (vs. none)

Barber and Pope 2019 Donald Trump, Barack Obama None

Nicholson 2012 Barack Obama, John McCain, George Bush, None
party labels (Democratic / Republican Party)

Ciuk and Yost 2016 State legislature Democrats / Republicans Policy provisions (liberal vs. conservative)

Druckman et al 2013 Democrats / Republicans in Congress (1) Strong or weak issue frame
(2) Supportive or opposing issue frame

(3) Polarized or moderate elites

Levendusky 2010 Democratic and Republican members of Congress Polarized or moderate elites

Broockman and Butler 2017 Actual state representatives None

Berinsky 2009 Democrats / Republicans in Congress (1) Costs of policy
(2) Motivations for policy

(3) Consensus vs. polarized positions

Cohen 2003 House Democrats / Republicans Policy provisions (liberal vs. conservative)

Nicholson 2011 House Democrats / Republicans Policy provisions (liberal vs. conservative)

Peterson Forthcoming Democrats / Republicans in Congress Policy provisions (liberal vs. conservative,
varying continuously)

Notes: Only randomized elements from an experiment are included for each study. Com-

peting factor/s refer to elements in an experiment that might attenuate cue reliance among

respondents.
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D Randomization Checks

Table D.1: Randomization check for Republicans

Characteristic
Trump

x
None

No Trump
x

None

Trump
x

GOP elites

No Trump
x

GOP elites

Trump
x

Info

No Trump
x

Info
Overall 17% 17% 16% 17% 17% 17%
Female 41% 40% 45% 43% 43% 47%
White 91% 88% 89% 90% 89% 91%

Median age 50 51 51 51 51 52
Income >$100k 42% 41% 41% 36% 43% 38%
College grad+ 67% 58% 60% 62% 64% 62%

Table D.2: Randomization check for Democrats

Characteristic
Obama

x
None

No Obama
x

None

Obama
x

Dem elites

No Obama
x

Dem elites

Obama
x

Info

No Obama
x

Info
Overall 17% 17% 17% 17% 16% 16%
Female 55% 62% 58% 53% 60% 60%
White 66% 74% 73% 68% 73% 72%

Median age 43 44 41 42 42 41
Income >$100k 32% 30% 30% 31% 34% 31%
College grad+ 63% 64% 64% 69% 68% 63%
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E Divergence from Pre-Analysis Plan

As mentioned in Section 4.6 in the main text, an analysis approach different from the

preregistered one was used to produce results. To reiterate, the preregistered analysis did

not correctly test Hypotheses 2 and 3. It compared policy support levels in the “Leader

Cue + No Conflict” vs. “Leader Cue + Elites Oppose” and “Leader Cue + No Conflict”

vs. “Leader Cue + Policy Info” conditions (checking if respondent opinion followed leader

stances regardless of other signals). However, this did not correctly test the hypothesis of

whether leader influence declines in the presence of conflicting signals (the original approach

instead came closer to asking whether the effect of a conflicting signal changes in the presence

of leader cues). The specification in Equation 1 corrects this error, and results from following

this modeling approach are shown in the main text. Many thanks again to an anonymous

reviewer for pointing this out. Figures E.1 and E.2 show the results for testing the second

and third hypotheses when following the original preregistered approach (which involved

difference in means tests rather than a regression model).

This new analysis produced some changes in the results. The original, incorrect approach

showed Trump influence declined in the presence of co-party elite opposition but not negative

policy information and that Obama influence declined in the presence of both co-party elite

opposition and negative policy information. The new approach shows Trump influence did

not decline amid either conflicting signal and that Obama influence declined amid co-party

elite opposition but not negative policy information.
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Figure E.1: Results for Republican Design (Two-Sample T-Tests for Equal Means)
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Figure E.2: Results for Democratic Design (Two-Sample T-Tests for Equal Means)
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F Regression Results with Covariates

Re-running the model from Equation 1 with an added vector of pre-treatment coavariates

corrects for covariate imbalance—which, as the randomization check tables in Section D sug-

gest, exists to a minimal degree (significant in one case)—that results from the randomization

process, and also sharpens estimation of treatment effects (Gerber and Green 2012). Specif-

ically, the following covariates—all asked of subjects before treatment assignment—were

included: dummy variables for female gender, white race, income over $80,000, B.A. degree

holders, and strong partisan identifiers, and continuous measures for age, leader favorabil-

ity (1-5 scale), issue area ideology (1-7 scale), and political knowledge (0-5 scale). Table 4

shows results from using Equation 1 with these covariates controlled for. The interpretation

of results do not change when covariates are accounted for, confirming that any covariate

imbalance did not distort results.
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Table F.1: OLS Regression of Policy Opinion on Treatment Conditions / Relevant Interac-
tions (with Covariates)

Republican Study Democratic Study

Model 1 Model 2

Leader Cue 0.416∗∗∗ 1.141∗∗∗

(0.136) (0.127)
Elites Oppose −0.496∗∗∗ −0.298∗∗

(0.136) (0.127)
Policy Info −0.119 −0.462∗∗∗

(0.136) (0.127)
Leader Cue x Elites Oppose 0.041 −0.453∗∗

(0.193) (0.180)
Leader Cue x Policy Info 0.052 −0.165

(0.192) (0.180)
Female −0.225∗∗∗ −0.314∗∗∗

(0.083) (0.077)
White −0.286∗∗ 0.037

(0.133) (0.087)
Age 0.008∗∗∗ −0.001

(0.002) (0.002)
Income 80k+ −0.024 −0.060

(0.083) (0.079)
BA Degree+ −0.061 −0.002

(0.086) (0.082)
Strong Rep 0.186∗∗

(0.087)
Rep Issue Area Ideo −0.120∗∗∗

(0.026)
Trump Fav 0.240∗∗∗

(0.034)
Rep PolKnow 0.061∗

(0.036)
Strong Dem −0.074

(0.081)
Dem Issue Area Ideo 0.231∗∗∗

(0.025)
Obama Fav 0.098∗∗

(0.048)
Dem PolKnow −0.153∗∗∗

(0.031)
Constant 4.385∗∗∗ 3.589∗∗∗

(0.236) (0.285)
N 1163 1230

Notes:
Infrastructure policy opinion for Republicans, trade policy opinion for Democrats.
*p < 0.1, **p < 0.05, ***p < 0.01; two-tailed.
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G Research Questions and Heterogeneous Treatment

Effects

The below list contains five preregistered research questions for this study. The “Elites

Oppose” and “Policy Info” coefficients in Table 4 address RQ’s 1 and 2. Three-way interac-

tion models below address RQ’s, 3, 4, and 5. Perception of party leaders comes from party

leader favorability ratings (RQ3), underlying issue ideology comes from questions about

government services for Republicans and about the free market economy for Democrats

(RQ4), and political sophistication level comes from a five-question political knowledge bat-

tery (RQ5). See Section J for specific question wording.

1. Do partisans oppose an unfavorable policy more strongly when they receive cues that

most co-party elites (distinct from the party leader) oppose the bill than when they

are unaware of these cues?

2. Do partisans oppose an unfavorable policy more strongly when they are exposed to

information that better informs them of the policy’s unfavorable qualities than when

they are unaware of this information?

3. Does the use of conflicting elite cues and information to resist party leader influence

vary by a respondent’s perception of the party leader?

4. Does the use of conflicting elite cues and information to resist party leader influence

vary by a respondent’s underlying ideology on the issue in question?

5. Does the use of conflicting elite cues and information to resist party leader influence

vary by respondent level of political sophistication?
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Table G.1: OLS Regression of Policy Opinion on Treatments/Interactions (among Republi-
cans, by High (vs. Low) Trump Favorability)

Infrastructure policy support

Leader Cue 0.057
(0.236)

Trump Fav 0.389∗

(0.206)
Elites Oppose −0.388∗

(0.235)
Policy Info −0.155

(0.236)
Leader Cue x Trump Fav 0.507∗

(0.291)
Elites Oppose x Trump Fav −0.143

(0.291)
Policy Info x Trump Fav 0.015

(0.292)
Leader Cue x Elites Oppose −0.041

(0.337)
Leader Cue x Policy Info 0.229

(0.328)
Leader Cue x Elites Oppose x Trump Fav 0.082

(0.414)
Leader Cue x Policy Info x Trump Fav −0.241

(0.409)
Constant 4.791∗∗∗

(0.167)
N 1163

*p < 0.1, **p < 0.05, ***p < 0.01; two-tailed.
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Table G.2: OLS Regression of Policy Opinion on Treatments/Interactions (among Republi-
cans, by Conservative (vs. Liberal) Issue Area Ideology)

Infrastructure policy support

Leader Cue 0.364
(0.225)

Issue Area Ideo 0.220
(0.201)

Elites Oppose −0.274
(0.209)

Policy Info 0.357
(0.233)

Leader Cue x Issue Area Ideo 0.025
(0.287)

Elites Oppose x Issue Area Ideo −0.401
(0.282)

Policy Info x Issue Area Ideo −0.790∗∗∗

(0.293)
Leader Cue x Elites Oppose −0.183

(0.311)
Leader Cue x Policy Info −0.216

(0.322)
Leader Cue x Elites Oppose x Issue Area Ideo 0.400

(0.406)
Leader Cue x Policy Info x Issue Area Ideo 0.367

(0.409)
Constant 4.924∗∗∗

(0.156)
N 1168

*p < 0.1, **p < 0.05, ***p < 0.01; two-tailed.
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Table G.3: OLS Regression of Policy Opinion on Treatments/Interactions (among Republi-
cans, by High (vs. Low) Political Knowledge)

Infrastructure policy support

Leader Cue 0.481∗

(0.271)
Pol Know 0.348

(0.217)
Elites Oppose −0.149

(0.254)
Policy Info 0.100

(0.260)
Leader Cue x Pol Know −0.150

(0.317)
Elites Oppose x Pol Know −0.494

(0.305)
Policy Info x Pol Know −0.368

(0.309)
Leader Cue x Elites Oppose −0.346

(0.371)
Leader Cue x Policy Info −0.075

(0.374)
Leader Cue x Elites Oppose x Pol Know 0.567

(0.440)
Leader Cue x Policy Info x Pol Know 0.184

(0.442)
Constant 4.810∗∗∗

(0.182)
N 1169

*p < 0.1, **p < 0.05, ***p < 0.01; two-tailed.
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Table G.4: OLS Regression of Policy Opinion on Treatments/Interactions (among
Democrats, by High (vs. Low) Obama Favorability)

Trade policy support

Leader Cue 0.626∗∗∗

(0.231)
Obama Fav −0.216

(0.202)
Elites Oppose −0.181

(0.230)
Policy Info −0.375

(0.230)
Leader Cue x Obama Fav 0.737∗∗∗

(0.282)
Elites Oppose x Obama Fav −0.221

(0.282)
Policy Info x Obama Fav −0.185

(0.283)
Leader Cue x Elites Oppose −0.245

(0.317)
Leader Cue x Policy Info 0.128

(0.315)
Leader Cue x Elites Oppose x Obama Fav −0.317

(0.393)
Leader Cue x Policy Info x Obama Fav −0.355

(0.394)
Constant 4.431∗∗∗

(0.167)
N 1231

*p < 0.1, **p < 0.05, ***p < 0.01; two-tailed.
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Table G.5: OLS Regression of Policy Opinion on Treatments/Interactions (among
Democrats, by Liberal (vs. Conservative) Issue Area Ideology)

Trade policy support

Leader Cue 1.182∗∗∗

(0.192)
Issue Area Ideo 0.762∗∗∗

(0.187)
Elites Oppose −0.311

(0.195)
Policy Info −0.501∗∗

(0.198)
Leader Cue x Issue Area Ideo 0.002

(0.261)
Elites Oppose x Issue Area Ideo 0.093

(0.261)
Policy Info x Issue Area Ideo 0.072

(0.263)
Leader Cue x Elites Oppose −0.221

(0.266)
Leader Cue x Policy Info 0.001

(0.272)
Leader Cue x Elites Oppose x Issue Area Ideo −0.659∗

(0.367)
Leader Cue x Policy Info x Issue Area Ideo −0.356

(0.369)
Constant 3.855∗∗∗

(0.144)
N 1237

*p < 0.1, **p < 0.05, ***p < 0.01; two-tailed.
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Table G.6: OLS Regression of Policy Opinion on Treatments/Interactions (among
Democrats, by High (vs. Low) Political Knowledge)

Trade policy support

Leader Cue 0.786∗∗∗

(0.223)
Pol Know −0.557∗∗∗

(0.200)
Elites Oppose −0.300

(0.231)
Policy Info −0.192

(0.234)
Leader Cue x Pol Know 0.467∗

(0.276)
Elites Oppose x Pol Know −0.039

(0.281)
Policy Info x Pol Know −0.442

(0.283)
Leader Cue x Elites Oppose −0.534∗

(0.318)
Leader Cue x Policy Info −0.324

(0.318)
Leader Cue x Elites Oppose x Pol Know 0.098

(0.392)
Leader Cue x Policy Info x Pol Know 0.297

(0.393)
Constant 4.677∗∗∗

(0.166)
N 1238

*p < 0.1, **p < 0.05, ***p < 0.01; two-tailed.
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H Manipulation Checks

The last portion of this study’s instruments includes three manipulation check questions

relevant to each of the two design’s contents. A brief overview of answers to these questions

broken up by respondent treatment assignment can clarify whether respondents properly

received treatments and in expected ways. For the last two checks, depending on treatment

assignments, more accurate answers in certain experimental conditions than in others should

be expected.35

The first manipulation check asked about the topic of the fictitious policy proposal vi-

gnette and the out-party cue attached to it. Correct answers to this question should be even

across conditions. A plurality of respondents across every condition in the Republican design

correctly answered the questions (46% on average). Incorrect answers were very uncommon,

but the next most common answer was “Not sure” (33% on average). This might result

from the difficulty of the manipulation check questions in asking about not just the topic of

the vignette but also a secondary detail concerning the out-party cue attached onto it. For

the Democratic design, pluralities answered the checks correctly in all but two conditions

(37% correct on average), with not sure percentages equaling or exceeding the correct an-

swer in two cases (37% not sure on average). Uncertainty was thus more pronounced in the

Democratic design than the Republican one. Overall, however, respondents understood the

baseline policy descriptions fairly well, but perhaps did not read them as closely as would

have been preferable. The second manipulation check asks respondents about the position of

most Congressional Republicans (for the Republican design) and that of most Congressional

Democrats (for the Democratic design) on the bill they consider. Respondents in the two of

six conditions that receive mention of this position should answer this question correctly at

a high rate and much higher than in conditions without exposure to opposing co-party elite

cues. Evaluating results across condition can indicate whether this treatment was properly

35Section J contains all questions from the Republican and Democrat questions, with the three manipula-
tion checks at the end of these two sets.
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received. On the Republican side, 47% of respondents who received the elites oppose cue

treatment answered the question correctly (28% said not sure) compared to 8% who did

not receive the treatment (35% not sure). On the Democrat side, 58% who received the

treatment gave the right answer (24% not sure), while 22% among those who did not re-

ceive the treatment answered correctly (47% not sure). Once again, while some respondents

might not have been too attentive to this treatment, the substantial differences in correct

answers between those who did and did not get exposed to co-party elite cues suggest that

the treatment did work in expected ways.

Lastly, the third manipulation check asks about salient features of the policy information

treatments in both designs. Respondents in the two of six conditions that receive policy

information should answer this question correctly at a high rate and much higher than in

conditions without exposure to policy information. For the Republican design, 68% of those

who received the treatment answered the question correctly (12% not sure) compared to 33%

of those who did not receive the treatment (48% not sure). For the Democratic design, 59% of

those who received the treatment answered the question correctly (21% not sure) compared

to 39% of those who did not receive the treatment (42% not sure). Roughly consistent

with the two earlier manipulation checks, results here indicate that respondents were fairly

attentive to the policy information treatment and that receipt of treatment contents differed

in expected ways across experimental conditions.
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I Treatment Contents

Vignettes for Republicans

1) Trump support cue × no other cue/info

Trump Supports Proposed Infrastructure Bill

A major public spending infrastructure bill is currently being considered in Congress. A

similar version was proposed by Democrat legislators several years ago. President Donald

Trump has expressed his support of this policy, saying that we’re going to start spending

big and calling the bill a huge step in fixing our crumbling infrastructure.

2) No Trump support cue × no other cue/info

Proposed Infrastructure Bill

A major public spending infrastructure bill is currently being considered in Congress. A

similar version was proposed by Democrat legislators several years ago.

3) Trump support cue × GOP elites oppose cue

Trump Supports, Congressional Republicans Oppose Proposed Infrastructure Bill

A major public spending infrastructure bill is currently being considered in Congress. A simi-

lar version was proposed by Democrat legislators several years ago. President Donald Trump

has expressed his support of this policy, saying that we’re going to start spending big and

calling the bill a huge step in fixing our crumbling infrastructure. Most Congressional Re-

publicans have come out in opposition to this bill, saying the policy won’t properly address

our infrastructure problems and criticizing the bill for its reliance on public spending.

4) No Trump cue × GOP elites oppose cue

Congressional Republicans Oppose Proposed Infrastructure Bill

A major public spending infrastructure bill is currently being considered in Congress. A
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similar version was proposed by Democrat legislators several years ago. Most Congressional

Republicans have come out in opposition to this bill, saying the policy won’t properly address

our infrastructure problems and criticizing the bill for its reliance on public spending.

5) Trump support cue × policy information

Trump Supports Proposed $1 Trillion Public Spending Infrastructure Bill

A major public spending infrastructure bill is currently being considered in Congress. A

similar version was proposed by Democrat legislators several years ago. President Donald

Trump has expressed his support of this policy, saying that we’re going to start spending big

and calling the bill a huge step in fixing our crumbling infrastructure. The bill proposes to

spend $1 trillion of public money over the next 10 years. This dramatic increase of federal

infrastructure funding will be used to repair old roads, transportation systems, bridges,

ports, bus systems, and highways. The bill will rely heavily on public spending, securing

investments by the federal government of $210 billion to rebuild roads and bridges, $110

billion for water and sewage projects, $180 billion for rail and bus systems and $75 billion to

rebuild schools. If the bill is enacted, the infrastructure work will not rely on private sector

investment and will not try to attract business developers through tax credits. While the

bill will not affect taxes, this infrastructure spending increase will cause the budget deficit

to grow.

6) No Trump cue × policy information

Proposed $1 Trillion Public Spending Infrastructure Bill

A major public spending infrastructure bill is currently being considered in Congress. A

similar version was proposed by Democrat legislators several years ago. The bill proposes to

spend $1 trillion of public money over the next 10 years. This dramatic increase of federal

infrastructure funding will be used to repair old roads, transportation systems, bridges,

ports, bus systems, and highways. The bill will rely heavily on public spending, looking for
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investments by the federal government of $210 billion to rebuild roads and bridges, $110

billion for water and sewage projects, $180 billion for rail and bus systems and $75 billion to

rebuild schools. If the bill is enacted, the infrastructure work will not rely on private sector

investment and will not try to attract business developers through tax credits. While the

bill will not affect taxes, this infrastructure spending increase will cause the budget deficit

to grow.

Vignettes for Democrats

1) Obama support cue × no other cue/info

Obama Supports Proposed Free Trade Bill

A major free trade bill is currently being considered in Congress. A similar version was

proposed by Republican legislators several years ago. Former president Barack Obama has

expressed his support of this policy, saying that we need to sell more American products

overseas and that the bill will promote great business opportunities.

2) No Obama support cue × no other cue/info

Proposed Free Trade Bill

A major free trade bill is currently being considered in Congress. A similar version was

proposed by Republican legislators several years ago.

3) Obama support cue × Dem elites oppose cue

Obama Supports, Congressional Democrats Oppose Proposed Free Trade Bill

A major free trade bill is currently being considered in Congress. A similar version was pro-

posed by Republican legislators several years ago. Former president Barack Obama has

expressed his support of this policy, saying that we need to sell more American products

overseas and that the bill will promote great business opportunities. Most Congressional

Democrats have come out in opposition to this bill, calling the policy flawed and criticizing
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the bill for its free trade approach at the expense of the American economy.

4) No Obama cue × Dem elites oppose cue

Congressional Democrats Oppose Proposed Free Trade Bill

A major free trade bill is currently being considered in Congress. A similar version was

proposed by Republican legislators several years ago. Most Congressional Democrats have

come out in opposition to this bill, calling the policy flawed and criticizing the bill for its

free trade approach at the expense of the American economy.

5) Obama support cue × policy information

Obama Supports Proposed Pro-Business Free Trade Bill

A major free trade bill is currently being considered in Congress. A similar version was

proposed by Republican legislators several years ago. Former president Barack Obama has

expressed his support of this policy, saying that we need to sell more American products

overseas and that the bill will promote great business opportunities. The bill proposes to

establish a trade partnership with several European countries, eliminating tariff barriers

and regulations to ensure businesses can easily operate across the region. According to

the U.S. International Trade Commission, it will most positively affect corporations, with

U.S. business owners reaping 60% of estimated gains, skilled workers getting 25%, and un-

skilled labor receiving 15%. If enacted, the bill will also establish an “investor-state dispute

settlement” system, which gives more power to business in interacting with national govern-

ments and challenging domestic regulations. The bill does not include explicit protections

for labor rights or high-paying union jobs, leaving these areas to parties involved in transna-

tional trade to decide. Unlike in past trade legislation, the current bill will not force member

nations to adopt particular environmental regulations.

6) No Obama cue × policy information
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Proposed Pro-Business Free Trade Bill

A major free trade bill is currently being considered in Congress. A similar version was

proposed by Republican legislators several years ago. The bill proposes to establish a trade

partnership with several European countries, eliminating tariff barriers and regulations to

ensure businesses can easily operate across the region. According to the U.S. International

Trade Commission, it will most positively affect corporations, with U.S. business owners

reaping 60% of estimated gains, skilled workers getting 25%, and unskilled labor receiving

15%. If enacted, the bill will also establish an “investor-state dispute settlement” system,

which gives more power to business in interacting with national governments and challenging

domestic regulations. The bill does not include explicit protections for labor rights or high-

paying union jobs, leaving these areas to parties involved in transnational trade to decide.

Unlike in past trade legislation, the current bill will not force member nations to adopt

particular environmental regulations.

Sources for Vignette Content

Below are various news reports and documents used to build the vignettes across the

different experimental conditions:

• “Senate Democrats have a $1 trillion infrastructure plan — and it’s very different from

Trump’s.” Brad Plumer, Vox. January 24, 2017. https://bit.ly/2QPONEU (last

accessed December 14, 2018).

• “Summary of the Trans-Pacific Partnership Agreement.” Office of the United States

Trade Representative. 2015. https://bit.ly/1QUf3UC (last accessed December 14,

2018).

• “TTIP: The EU-US trade deal explained.” Leala Padmanabhan, Washington Times.

December 18, 2014. https://bbc.in/14VL4tL (last accessed December 14, 2018).
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• “Should Free Traders Support the Trans-Pacific Partnership? An Assessment of the

Largest-Ever U.S. Preferential Trade Agreement.” Daniel Ikenson, Simon Lester, Scott

Lincicome, Daniel Pearson, and K. William Watson, Cato Institute. June 30, 2016.

https://bit.ly/2EnOknq (last accessed December 14, 2018).

• “Republicans Sour on Obama’s Trade Pact.” Russell Berman, The Atlantic. October

5, 2015. https://bit.ly/2EcvpLm (last accessed December 14, 2018).
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J Survey Instrument

[Republican Pre-Treatment Attitudes]

Do you think that the government should provide many more services or many fewer services?
-Many more services
-Some more services
-Slightly more services
-Same amount of services as now
-Slightly fewer services
-Some fewer services
-Many fewer services

Do you have a favorable or an unfavorable opinion of the following figures? Donald Trump,
Republicans in Congress, Democrats in Congress [presented in a grid; order of the figures
was randomized]
-Very favorable
-Somewhat favorable
-Neither favorable nor unfavorable
-Somewhat unfavorable
-Very unfavorable

[Democrat Pre-Treatment Attitudes]

Do you agree or disagree with the following statement? “Most people are better off in a free
market economy even though some people are rich and some are poor.”
-Strongly agree
-Somewhat agree
-Slightly agree
-Neither agree nor disagree
-Slightly disagree
-Somewhat disagree
-Strongly disagree

Do you have a favorable or an unfavorable opinion of the following figures? Barack Obama,
Republicans in Congress, Democrats in Congress [presented in a grid; order of the figures
was randomized]
-Very favorable
-Somewhat favorable
-Neither favorable nor unfavorable
-Somewhat unfavorable
-Very unfavorable

[Political Knowledge Questions]
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Next are a few questions about the government in Washington. Many people don’t know
the answers to these questions, so if there are some you don’t know, select not sure. [the
order of the five questions was randomized]

Which party would you say is more liberal—the Democrats, the Republicans, or are you not
sure?
-Democrats
-Republicans
-Both equally liberal
-Not sure

Which party has a majority of seats in the U.S. House of Representatives–the Democrats,
the Republicans, or are you not sure?
-Democrats
-Republicans
-Not sure

Do you happen to know what job or political office is now held by Mike Pence?
-Vice President
-Secretary of State
-Secretary of Defense
-Speaker of the House of Representatives
-Senate Majority Leader
-Not sure

Whose responsibility is it to determine if a law is constitutional or not?
-President
-Congress
-Supreme Court
-Not sure

How much of a majority is required for the U.S. Senate and House of Representatives to
override a presidential veto?
-51 percent
-60 percent
-Two-thirds
-Three-quarters
-Unanimous
-Not sure

[Treatment]

Prompt: The next screen will display information about a recently proposed policy bill.
Please read it carefully and then answer some questions that follow.

See Section I for treatment contents for both Republican and Democratic designs.
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[Republican Outcome and Manipulation Checks]

Do you support or oppose the infrastructure spending bill currently being considered in
Congress?
-Strongly support
-Somewhat support
-Slightly support
-Neither support nor oppose
-Slightly oppose
-Somewhat oppose
-Strongly oppose

Which of the following is correct about the bill being proposed in Congress?
-It was about trade and a similar version was proposed by Democrats several years ago
-It was about infrastructure and a similar version was proposed by Democrats several years
ago
-It was about trade and a similar version was proposed by Republicans several years ago
-It was about infrastructure and a similar version was proposed by Republicans several years
ago
-Not sure

What is the position of most Congressional Republicans on this bill?
-They support the bill
-They oppose the bill
-They have not expressed a position
-Not sure

How much money does the bill propose to spend on infrastructure?
-$1 million
-$1 billion
-$1 trillion
-Not sure

[Democrat Outcome and Manipulation Checks]

Do you support or oppose the free trade bill currently being considered in Congress?
-Strongly support
-Somewhat support
-Slightly support
-Neither support nor oppose
-Slightly oppose
-Somewhat oppose
-Strongly oppose

Which of the following is correct about the bill being proposed in Congress?
-It was about trade and a similar version was proposed by Democrats several years ago
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-It was about infrastructure and a similar version was proposed by Democrats several years
ago
-It was about trade and a similar version was proposed by Republicans several years ago
-It was about infrastructure and a similar version was proposed by Republicans several years
ago
-Not sure

What is the position of most Congressional Democrats on this bill?
-They support the bill
-They oppose the bill
-They have not expressed a position
-Not sure

Does the bill provide more benefits and provisions for businesses or workers?
-More for businesses
-More for workers
-Businesses and workers about equally
-Not sure
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